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*What is science?

*What is the scientific method?

* Differentiation between scientific 

knowledge and other kinds of knowledge 

*Why “do” science?

* What is the purpose of science?

* Debate between knowledge for the sake 

of knowledge vs. knowledge for utility

* Pasteur‟s Quadrant and other 

frameworks

Philosophy of 

Science

Practice of 

Science

A Gap
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* Bridges the gap between philosophy and practice of science 

by addressing – at  a pragmatic level – decisions

* Resource allocation:

*What do type of research to fund? Who should decide? And how?

*How much (and how fast) to fund it? 

* How and where to fund scientific research?

* How do we measure cost and benefit of scientific research?

* Institutional challenges:

* How to organise research? Different models of funding research

* How to incentivise performance?

* How to measure performance at a program and lab level?

* Who to encourage collaborate with and how (and how much)?
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* Interface and transition issues: 

*How does one transition research from one „stage‟ to another?

*What is the optimal mix of basic & applied research, and development?

*What about innovation? Whose job is it?

*What kind of „framework‟ be instituted to support academic 

entrepreneurship?

*How does one encourage cross-disciplinary collaboration?

* Performance and effectiveness issues:

* How does one measure performance and effectiveness?

*What is the return on investment of research?
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*Researchers per 

million: 

*OIC (649) vs. World 

(2532) and EU (6494)

*Only Jordan and Tunisia 

are above World Average

*R&D Intensity:

*OIC less than 0.41%, 

World Average about 

1.78%, Target: 1% /1.44%

*Qatar has committed 

significantly over last 

years

*Brunei (0.04%)!
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*Trends in R&D 

Intensity: 

*Pakistan, Tunisia, Turkey, 

Malaysia, Morocco stand 

out as major investors

*Growth rate 0.14 

percent points over 

decade

*Distribution by Sector:

*Majority R&D is 

performed and funded by 

Government (11/17–50%)

*Some figures may be 

misleading here
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*High Technology 

Exports: 

*Malaysia and Indonesia 

stand out

*With $64 billion, 

Malaysia provides 86.5% 

of all OIC HTEs

*Published Papers
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*A „phenomenal‟ chemistry institution and a „star scientist‟

*International Centre of Excellence in „Natural Products 

Chemistry‟

*Established in 1970s with German collaboration

*Several grants to buy equipment, Research culture, incentives, 

fellowships for students

*PhDs and papers – hundreds and thousands

* What are we doing here?

*Technicians of Science…

* Contribution?

*“Our achievement is that we exist” 

* Great model for the 1970s, failed to migrate and mature
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*Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) 

*OIC Standing Committee of Scientific and 

Technological Cooperation (COMSTECH)

*Islamic Academy of Sciences (IAS)

* Islamic Scientific Educational and Cultural 

Organisation (ISESCO)

* Science Technology and Innovation 

Organisation (STIO)

* Islamic Development Bank (IDB)
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* Other Institutions:

*Bibliotheica – Egypt

*Funding Bodies:

*Qatar Foundation (QF)

*Kuwait Foundation for Advancement of Science (KFAS)#

* Awareness Building:

* Arab Science and Technology Forum (ASTF)

*Foundation for Science, Technology, and Civilization (FSTC) - 1001 

Innovations

* Khwarzimic Science Society (KSS)

*Muslim-Science.Com
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*Ministerial Standing Committee of OIC created to promote 

scientific and technological cooperation

*57 Science Ministers are its members created as a policy body 

*Created in 1981 at Pakistan‟s initiative and based in ISB 

* Coordinator General: M. A. Kazi (-1995), Atta ur Rahman (1996-

2012), Javaid Laghari (2012-)

* Membership is Mandatory, Funding is Voluntary

* COMSTECH‟s Budgetary Challenges

* Resorted to grant-making, training, networking

* Very little focus on policy

* Serious questions about performance

* Turf battles with other bodies regarding mandate

* STIO has been created with its own set of difficulties
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* Lack of clear vision and direction

* „Muddling through‟: Vision 1441 and TYPOA

*Lack of cooperation and coordination

* Turf wars

*Personality dependence

*Lack of funding for collaborative efforts

* Linked to no „social contract‟ and culture of delivery

*Lack of ambition 

*Too timid – set up for mediocrity

* Regional and national rivalries

* Ex: Inter-Islamic R&D Fund
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*Institutions and Incentives

*Go as back as political decline of the Muslim Empire and a shared 

history of colonisation

* Left behind at a major turning point Saliba (2010)

* Culture of scientific discovery and critical inquiry

* Path dependence

* Low existing body of knowledge and critical mass issues 

* „Resource Curse‟

* Either too much or too little money

*Kills incentive to do science, innovation, and entrepreneurship

* Too narrow a disciplinary focus

*„Outsourced‟ our thinking to the West and consulting firms
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*A fundamental book to understanding the causes 

of rise and decline of sciences in the Muslim World

*Looks at scholarship in astronomy across space and time

* Several important findings:

*Nature of Translation Movement

*House of Wisdom in Baghdad

*Muslim contributions to Astronomy

*Aristotle  Copernicus and Galileo

* Incentives and Motivations for doing science

*When did the decline start? 

* Influence of Imam Ghazali on the decline of science

* Challenges similar research in other domains be 

carried out
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*Turkey and Iran

*Lead the Islamic World and have shown considerable improvements   

over the last decade 

* Egypt, Malaysia and Pakistan 

* Saudi Arabia

* KACST Funding, KAUST, Princess Noura University

*Massive HR and Talent Drive: > 100,000 Saudis studying abroad 

* Qatar

* Ambition to become Regional Education Hub

*Doha Education City (7 US Universities, plans for 13 more)

*QSTP – Commercialisation Hub 

* Tunisia, Egypt, UAE present challenges but also opportunities
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http://www.aaas.org/
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* What is the optimal path for this reform / revival agenda?

*How fast can this „leapfrogging‟ happen?

*Can „models‟ and institutions be transplanted?

*Can we „buy our way‟ out of the problem?

*Culture of openness, curiosity-driven inquiry, debate and 

dissent, freedom of thought, are important

*This will require political changes  but also more holistic approach to 

teaching science (multi-disciplinarity, philosophy of science, etc.)

*Fundamental Question: Can the Islamic World create a scientific 

renaissance without achieving all of the above?

*A number of questions are difficult to answer

* A grounding in and a careful use of public policy will help


